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I.  Instrument Development

Background

While preparing to begin the project, I read a paper entitled Facing the Music: A Facial Action
Controlled Musical Interface, which brought to my attention the fact that for evolutionary reasons, the
hands and lower face (mouth) “account for a disproportionate share of the cortical real estate”, meaning
our brains have extremely fine control of these physical areas of the body.  When looking back at
acoustic music controllers, such as violins, trumpets, pianos, indeed any instrument that comes to mind,
we see this concept has already been implemented; in almost every case, parameters are controlled via
the hands and fingers, and/or the mouth.

One of the problems of digital music controllers is that they accommodate infinite possibility.  Any
event that is capable of being sensed by computers as input can be mapped to parameter control of an
instrument and used to play sound.  However the problem that arises is that music is ultimately a form
of human emotional and artistic expression, so the challenge of making a viable digital music controller
for a trained musician involves trying to incorporate the basic principles that make acoustic instruments
expressive media.  We decided as a group to use two pairs of gloves for this purpose, and cameras to
detect the shape of the mouth.  We had only one camera at our disposal, so in the end, both instruments
were played with pairs of gloves with embedded sensors, and one with a mouth camera as well.  By
designing instruments that are controlled by the fingers, position of the hands, and mouth, we were able
to directly interpret the gestures of the performers, without the use of any physical objects providing
the control messages.  The result was that while the performers were indeed wearing a number of input
devices, they were free to move any way they wished in three dimensions.

Designing the Synthesizers

Because we had two performers, we decided it would be best to have two separate instruments playing
in a duo.  One would be rhythmic, the other timbral and pitched.  To add to the fun, we put the trained
percussionist to the task of playing the pitched, timbral instrument, and the singer played the rhythmic
instrument.

Design of “Contingence” was a long process of figuring out the best way to control FM with the hands.
Originally the flex sensors controlled the frequencies of two of the operators.  However this made for
relatively unattractive sliding pitches that were extraordinarily difficult to control.  On suggestion of



the composer, the pitch control was eventually changed so that the finger flex sensor controlled pitch
along a Hirayoshi pentatonic scale, and the thumb flex sensor controlled the octave of that scale
(between 1 and 5).  The result was that pitch selection was easier, though not easy by any means.  Even
only 5 finger/thumb positions proved hard to select with any reliability.  This was partly the fault of the
instruments as the sensors flexed slightly differently against the hand every time the gloves were taken
off and put on again, and partly a natural inability of humans to place the fingers and thumb at one of 5
discrete bend-positions with no haptic feedback.  The amplitudes of each of the operators were
controlled by 5 pressure sensors on the left hand, one on the tip of each finger.  The thumb controlled
the carrier signal and the fingers controlled the 5 modulating operators.  The harmonic relationships
amongst the operators were pre-programmed.  Thus the performer had very minute control over timbre,
with the ability to play a plain sine tone (thumb only), or a variety of operator combinations.

The “Commotion” instrument controls the playback of 16 samples: 4 kick drum samples, 4 hi-hat
samples, and 8 mid range samples that included snare drums and other percussive noises.  A 64 step
sequence was pre-programmed into the instrument that included (hopefully) inspiring rhythms and
syncopations.  An accelerometer in the right hand could sense gravitational acceleration (tilt) in two
directions; one direction determined the starting point of the loop, and the other determined the ending
point.  Positioning the hand so that one tilt value is at a minimum, and the other is at a maximum could
play the entire loop.  If the starting point is made to be a greater value than the ending point, the
samples that are set to trigger at the ending point step would be repeatedly played.  The values of both
the starting and ending points were ‘snapped’ to multiples of four.  For instance, the performer could
easily select a loop 4, 8, or 12 steps long, or, by tilting the hand the opposite way, play only the samples
at step 4, 8, or 12.  Two flex sensors on the left hand determined the frequency of a phasor wavetable
object in MSP, which outputs a linear signal.  This signal is used to scrub through the sample from start
to finish. The rate of sample playback (and pitch of the sample) is determined by increasing or
decreasing the frequency of the phasor object.  The flex sensor on the thumb controlled the frequency
of the phasor playing the hi-hats, and the forefinger controlled the phasor playing the midrange drums
and kick drums.  Ideally, one would probably want control for each of the drum parts, but connecting
the mids to the kicks worked well.  The values of the phasor frequencies snapped to multiples of three,
between 0Hz and 15Hz.  Closing the hand in a fist turned all drums off because the phasors were each
outputting 0Hz.  Forcing multiples of three in the sample playback frequencies of each drum part, set
against the sequence pattern which was based on multiples of 4, led to a vast amount of drum patters of
amazing complexity, over which the performer can exert substantial control.

Effect Processing

Variable delay is more noticeable and useful when applied to a rhythmic instrument; the changes make
vast differences in the psychoacoustic qualities and behaviour of the signal.  While there was delay
applied to the signals coming out of both instruments, control over variable delay was afforded to the
percussion-based synth.  Mapping the mouth camera to control a delay effect proved to work well, as
the noisy cacophony that is caused by massive amounts of delay requires a wide open, fierce looking
mouth, whereas minute changes in delay that can result in comb filtering could be controlled by the lips
opening and closing a very small, precise amount.  It is also intuitive to turn the effect off by simply
closing the mouth, as this muscular reaction is fast and natural (as opposed to quickly twisting a knob
in one direction or another).  In fact, when building the instruments, I found the delay effect very
difficult to control with a knob and still produce musically interesting results, yet playing the effect
with the mouth was intuitive, versatile, and particularly expressive.



Video processing was done with EyesWeb 3.3 running on Windows XP.  The patch captured the
“blob” of the performer’s mouth and drew a rectangle around it.  The height of the rectangle was
mapped to delay feedback amount (between 0.0-1.0), and area affected delay resolution.  The
relationship between mouth height/delay feedback was linear, but the mouth area/delay resolution
mapping scheme was logarithmic, so that opening the mouth wide could produce long delays, but the
miniscule resolutions (between 0 and 100 ms) could be easily accessed with subtle movements –
movements about as subtle as those required to whistle different pitches.  We discovered later, while
experimenting with the instrument, that the performer can make these comb filtering effects quite loud
by opening the mouth wide (increasing feedback to maximum), while sticking out her tongue (!) which
thereby decreased the area (resolution).  And so “tongue delay” was discovered and promptly written
into the piece.

Thanks to Joe’s work in designing a robust EyesWeb patch, many other parameters were available,
including width of the rectangle and rate of change in the rectangle (“mouth activity”?).  I opted to map
the width to a slight variation on the cut-off frequency of a low pass filter (only between 18kHz and
20kHz), and the rate of change to the resonance of that filter.  Thus an increase or decrease the width
and the amount of mouth motion would be slightly reflected in the frequency content of the music.  I
hoped that, though the parameters were not specified to change in the score, nor were the performers
necessarily conscious of them, they would still have a positive effect on the perceived responsiveness
of the instruments.

-David Birnbaum

II.  Composing Alignment

Pre-composition

Writing for a “new” digital instrument, one without a history and tradition of performance-practice or a
composed repertoire, it is easy to become overwhelmed by the variability and potentials of the
instruments, and forget that in standard practice, much is never notated. While I could probably
compose for and notate the control of every musical parameter available in the instruments, this would
be foolhardy: it is unlikely that the performers would be able to process so many streams of
information simultaneously, and the result would probably not be very musical. Instead, I tried to focus
on the a few important parameters and assign others to the interpretation of the performers. Thus, for
“Contingence” pitch and rhythm are notated precisely, and timbre more generally, and for
“Commotion,” playback speed and loop length might be indicated, but delay level and individual
sample choice be left to the performer.

The decision to map the “contingence” index-finger pitch control to a pentatonic scale was mostly
practical – in order to allow discrete pitch selection with predictable results we found 12
semitones/octave too fine a resolution for the instrument. The decision to use the Hirayoshi pentatonic
in particular was purely compositional – it includes a great variety of available intervals which most
notably contain two minor seconds. This, I believe, allowed the composition to present the illusion that
the resolution of pitch selection available to the instrument was smaller than it actually was.

Notation



The notation of the part for “Contingence” is mostly conventional, with some graphic elements. The
addition of modulation to the sound is usually indicated with written words (i.e.: pure sound, full
modulation), much as timbral change is indicated with more standard instruments (i.e.: pesante, sul
tasto). Standard notation practices are used for pitch, amplitude, and rhythm. Graphic notation is used
at rehearsal marks D and H in the second section, and I found (perhaps not surprisingly for an
instrument of this type) that the performer’s interpretation of the drawn gestures was much more
physical than in the precisely notated sections.

For the part of  “Commotion,” graphic notation was actually necessary. The first section adds fairly
standard graphic “shapes” to what is essentially extended conventional notation. Rhythms are notated
precisely in order to present strong performance goals but with the understanding that playback is
approximate, and elements of standard notation practice are used whenever practical (i.e.: staves,
fermatas, rests). The notation of the second section was much more challenging and is very different.
While trying to develop notation standards for “Commotion,” I realized that the two most important
controllable parameters of the instrument, rather than being pitch and rhythm (the timing of sound-
events over “score-time”), were in fact the complexity of the sound (number/choice of samples played)
and the periodicity of the sound or playback speed (in “instrument-time” rather than “score-time”).
Devoting score space to BOTH of these variables simultaneously meant either modifying standard
notation in ways that I considered to be counter-intuitive for the performer and difficult to read (using
color changes to communicate changes to linear parameters, for example) or using a more dramatically
different - but surprisingly simple - approach. Conventional notation can be considered to be a graph of
pitch (y) against score-time (x), and on the two-dimensional score surface other information must be
presented symbolically or as text. The second-section Alignment graph uses loop-length/complexity (y)
plotted against playback speed (x), and the passage of score-time, which is not on an axis, is instead
represented by the relative thickness of a line to be followed by the performer. This notation approach,
rather than extending standard practice, uses the same tools that were used to develop standard notation
in the first place, but assigns the axes to more instrument-relevant parameters.

Composition

The detailed compositional choices in Alignment were driven largely by the instrument design and the
needs of the performers, the most obvious example of this being the choice of pitches for
“contingence.” Pitch rows were chosen with careful attention to the finger position relationships
between adjacent notes. Position changes are almost always step-wise, with larger jumps arranged so
that the second note uses one of the two reference positions (1 - completely open hand, or 5 –
completely closed hand).

The piece itself is divided into two sections, each using a different compositional approach. The first
section attempts to attain maximum compositional control of the resultant sound by changing focus
rather than asking unreasonable precision from the performers. This section treats sample playback in
“commotion” more as a timbral variable, with individual samples acting mostly as input material for
the delay line for the shaping of large-scale sound shapes, rather than having individual aesthetic
function. The movement is short, but slow in pace, consisting of only four large sound-shapes with
focus on slow timbral shifts in the sound. The first event is the simplest in shape and most ordered,
with each subsequent event more and more complex, until the fourth, in which the performers are
encouraged to create a chaotic texture that collapses into the more complexly organized second section.
The second section is faster, and attempts direction of musical variables with much finer detail. Despite



and because of this, the section also involves significant amounts of performer improvisation. The
section is divided in turn into eight shorter subsections or “phrases” and a coda, allowing the
performers to “align” the 2 parts correctly even though one part is written on a graph and cannot be
read linearly.

– Joe Malloch

III.  Contingence:  A Performance Journal

One of our goals in this project was to create instruments that would be accessible (“playable”) by
others.  It was important to keep this in mind when developing technique for Contingence.

Technical aspects that developed naturally:

Right Hand
 The parameters set for the pitch-information (five notes, “Hirijoshi pentatonic scale,” and five

octaves) make pitch-accuracy and consistency much easier.
 The relationship between sound and hand position (low=extend, high=flex) is very natural for

me. [ I requested this setting.]
 The mapping for the right hand (fingers=pitch, thumb=octaves) also feels natural to me.
 I decided to move all the three fingers without sensors in unison with the index finger with the

sensor mainly for aesthetic reasons:  It looks better, more balanced with the left hand, to “see”
the whole hand “shaping” the sound.

Left Hand
 The thumb as amplitude works well for me.  I tend to think of it physically, as an anchor for the

modulators.
 Different modulating sounds for each finger allows sensitive manipulation of modulation.  This

creates the potential for the composer to request various degrees or “colours” of modulation.  I
believe with more practice, modulation could be manipulated much more precisely.

 One of the most important decisions I had to make was to decide how to activate the sensors –
what to play on.  The decision to play on the body was made by the group, with the intent to
eliminate the need for any external components, such as a music stand or table.  I made the
decision to play on the opposite hand because the two parts of the instrument seemed more
connected this way, and because it facilitated audience view of the both hands.

Technical aspects that were challenging:

Right Hand
 Pitch Memory – Each time I put on the gloves (and sometimes after long periods of playing) the

spatial position of the pitches shifts.  This makes pitch-memory (muscle-memory) challenging.
Dave added calibration to remedy this and it helps immensely, though it does not completely
eliminate the shifting.  I had to learn to cope with spatial differences each time I played
Contingence, but the more I play, the easier it is to adjust to the new pitch positions.



  Muscle Coordination – Developing finite muscle control in took (takes) a lot of practice.
Particularly for the thumb, where an octave “leap,” which I innately think of a large gesture on
an instrument such as piano or marimba, was a difference of millimetres.

Left Hand
  Muscle Development – These particular sensors were not meant to bend (we discovered the

hard way) so I had to learn to press my finger tips without bending my fingers.  Some muscle
strain at the base of the thumb resulted, though this was partly due to the sudden intensity of
practicing before the concert.

  Audibility – In order to manipulate the modulation precisely and subtly, I need to be able to
hear auditory feedback of what I am playing.  This also makes it possible to play with a greater
range of dynamics as I do not have to play as loud as possible all the time.

Alignment – Interpreting the Score

Alignment is fun and challenging to play.

 My part in the score is written in a combination of conventional and graphic notations.  For the
sections conventional notation I added fingerings, similar to fingerings for a piano score: 

1 – pitch (finger)
3 – octave (thumb)

In time (with familiarity), these fingerings would not be necessary.

 For me, the passages in conventional notation were initially most challenging because specific
pitches are requested.  Once I was more adept with the instrument and did not have to think so
much about the “fingerings,” or “finding” the pitches, these passages became easier and I could
think about other musical inflections such as dynamics and phrasing.

 The graphical notation is fun to interpret.  These sections are improvised and improvising on
Contingence is the best way to learn about the capabilities of the instrument.  I decided to
change my hand position for visual effect so that I (and the audience) could “see” the gestures
on the page.  [The splotches and the glissandi were particularly fun to play!]

 There is a good balance of notated and improvised sections in Alignment.  It was encouraging to
be able to hear “the piece” each time we played it.  In the notated sections we were able to play
things the same way over and over again, and the improvised sections improved each time we
played them as we began to listen and play with each other.

Conclusion

In conclusion, I think Contingence shows promise as an effective interface for gestural control of sound
and music.  I hope to continue to work with this instrument

– Kristie Ibrahim



IV.  Commotion

First Impressions

Initial experimentation with the gloves was a daunting experience.  The slightest movement in either
hand affected the sound, and it took quite a bit of trial and error before I began to understand the
delicacy with which the instrument had to be controlled.  However, once I began to retain muscle
memory for the various settings, the learning curve became much less steep.  In order to facilitate
finding the various settings, I utilized a window on the laptop screen which showed the exact
parameters of the hands.  This was extremely useful as it allowed me to rely upon a physical control
indicator, rather than just the ear.  This became vital to my success with the gloves, and was used in the
actual performance.  (With more practice I would like to eliminate the necessity of looking at the
screen).

I found two primary challenges with the gloves:  The initial individual hand coordination, and the
muscle “strength” required to maintain a constant setting.  “Strength” is not exactly the correct word –
but a tremendous amount of arm strength and concentration was required in order to “lock” the setting
into one position (often I found my arm growing tired, and immediately the setting would change
without my intent).   The setting slipped once in performance, but I was able to cover up the mistake
with some deft improvisation!

The Camera

One of the challenges associated with using a mouth-camera was fitting the camera to my head.
Various methods were experimented with, before Dave settled upon utilizing a wire coat hanger that
was attached to a head strap.  Initially it was difficult to find the correct responsiveness of the delay,
but I improved with time.  Towards the end of the project, I was able to control the delay and distortion
with little movement of the mouth, allowing for a tremendous amount of control over the sound (very
exciting!).

The Piece

‘Alignment’ was a terrific introductory piece.  The first part, composed in a clear, traditional style, was
an interesting exploration of the various parameters of the instrument.  At first it was tricky to
recognize and balance the composer’s intentions verses the artist’s interpretation.  In dealing with a
brand new instrument, how does one clarify what is interpretive (i.e. color, shape), vs. what is
unchangeable?  Consulting with Joe, Dave, and Kristie was essential to my developing a clear sense of
my capabilities with the instrument.  The second part (the graph) left much more room for
improvisation and exploration, yet still indicated strict parameters with regard to form.  Initially I found
this to be much more difficult, but eventually more artistically rewarding.  I think future compositions
for this instrument should follow suit and use experimental notation, rather than traditional.

Summary

This project was a tremendous artistic and intellectual experience for me.  While our performance and



subsequent recording were successful, it is clear that there is much to learn about the vast possibilities
of the instrument.  The project also raised questions with regards to my philosophies of performance
practice.  Our group worked closely together to maximize our potential – composers, performers, and
electronic instrument developers rarely get the opportunity to collaborate to this extent.  I am
committed to further improvement of my technique on Commotion, and also look forward to further
exploration of digital instrument controllers.

–  Julieanne Klein


